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Guaranteed to breathe new life into your walk with God, this 90-day devotional—with entries for

March, April, and May—will reawaken your spirit through famous quotes, inspirational readings,

meaningful prayers, and targeted scriptures.Whether you’re looking for those first signs of new

life to burst through the soil, hunting Easter eggs with the kiddos, or seeking a closer

relationship with Jesus, it seems we’re all searching for something to bring us hope, joy, and a

new beginning. That’s why Springtime For Your Spirit: 90 Devotions of Hope, Joy, and New

Beginnings is the perfect devotional for such a special season. Award-winning authors Michelle

Medlock Adams and Andy Clapp have carefully woven biblical lessons into holidays and

happenings that we experience only during spring, such as:MLB Spring

TrainingLentEasterSpring Storm SeasonSpring Pancake FestivalSpring PlantingMother’s

DayEach devotion not only features an inspirational teaching and quote, but also, it gives

readers the opportunity to: Plant the Word, Work the Word,Pray the Word, and learn more

through a Did You Know? feature.We challenge you to search the pages of this devotional and

experience the sweetness of this sacred season. Your beautiful new beginning awaits. . . . 
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Anita M Castaldo, “Spirit Lifting Devotional. This devotional co-written by Michelle Medlock

Adams and Andy Clapp has truly lifted my spirit. I started by just keeping this devotional on my

nightstand. The images inside are just beautiful and there are short inspirational tid-bits that

catch your eye even when doing a quick flip-though. I was doing a quick page flip each

morning after making my bed. This simple task started releasing a heaviness I had not even

realized I was carrying around. Soon, I started to end each day with a short devotional, and

what a difference this has made. Scripture, prayer, and action are all included. The openness

of the authors to share triumphs and struggles makes this devotional relational and

encouraging. I recommend this devotional for everyone, even if at first, you just leave it on the

coffee table to flip through the images and inspirations.”

Amy Houts, “Perfect Couples Read for Lent. You’ll find inspiration in this new devotional book,

Springtime for Your Spirit, co-authored by Michelle M. Adams and Pastor Andy Clapp. The

seasonal theme focuses on spring topics and includes Scripture, prayers, and activities related

to each. Down to earth and relevant to our daily lives, this book delivers hope, joy, and new

beginnings. Bright spring photographs with inspirational quotes from Corrie Ten Boom, Ralph

Waldo Emerson, Maya Angelou, and others are interspersed in the pages. Written from

Michelle’s and Andy’s perspectives makes this the perfect couples read for Lent. I’m so glad I

had access to a digital version of this book to help with the book launch. As a writer myself, I

admire the openness and courage of authors who share their struggles and use them to bless

their readers. I highly recommend this book. – Amy Houts, author of God’s Protection Covers

Me (Beaming Books)”

Julie Lavender, “Stunning photos to accompany each marvelous devo. Every entry in this book

will help you draw nearer to the Lord and encourage you to keep spring in your spirit year-

round! The photos in the book are just stunning and the layout and feel of the book is warm

and inviting. Each devo has inspiring stories, thought-provoking words, and call-to-action

suggestions that will awaken the senses to the newness and beauty of springtime and

heightens an appreciation of the Almighty Creator God. If you're in a season of drought, let this

book be springtime showers to nourish your dry soul. And if you're in a season of fruitfulness,

allow this devotional to remind you of God's goodness and love.-Julie Lavender, award-winning



author of 365 Ways to Love Your Child: Turning Little Moments into Lasting Memories (Revell)

and Children's Bible Stories for Bedtime (Z Kids/Penguin Random House)”

Leigh O, “Beautiful, meaningful gift for yourself or others. A few of the things I love about this

devotional: it's gorgeous with striking photographs each day. Each devotion centers on

scripture with a "read it, pray it, work it" approach to help the seal it in our mind, seal it in our

heart, and then walk it out. Peppered throughout the pages are nuggets of truth in the form of

quotations, scientific and historical facts, and even interesting trivia. There's something for

everyone - men, women, teens, families. And Michelle Medlock Adams and Andy Clapp weave

all of this together with readable, approachable, meaningful truths in each day's message. It's a

beautiful way to begin each day!”

Tamara, “Love this Beautiful Devotional!. þ�I'm beyond excited about my new devotional book,

"Springtime For Your Spirit"!! This book is so beautiful! The photos in it are gorgeous, and the

hard cover makes it "coffee table worthy"! I most love this format from Michelle Medlock Adams

and Andy Clapp, though. It begins with a story, followed by a Bible verse, a prayer, and a

focused action to help you apply God's Word to your life. Each devotion has its own beautiful

artwork with another related quote and a fun fact that you may not have known. You get so

much rich content in each day's devotion!I particularly appreciate how each author put their

names above the devotions they wrote and shared their own experiences--the messages for

each daily verse are authentic and engaging.I love the theme of Springtime and renewal and

that hope shines through! I bought it for myself, but it would make a lovely gift. I love it and look

forward to diving into each day!! ”

James C. Magruder, “Refresh Your Spirit This Spring. I’m weary of winter—and need a little

spring—and I found it in Springtime for Your Spirit. Unlike other 90-day devotional books, I

enjoy this one because it’s designed specifically for springtime—and it follows spring events.I

love how the ninety devotions alternate between authors Michelle Medlock Adams and Andy

Clapp and bring their unique perspectives on God’s word.This devotion book is easy to read,

bursting with timely spring colors and images, and leaves me with a practical call to action to

plant the word, pray the word, and work the work.This book is taking me deeper in my faith as I

walk alongside the authors who, by writing this book, planted ninety treasures for me to

discover this spring.James C. Magruder, Author of The Glimpse”

Josie Siler, “Beauty for your eyes and soul. I live in Wisconsin where snow still covers the

ground, yet the power of the sun is starting to melt the towering piles of winter. I long for spring

to arrive and was thrilled to receive my copy of Springtime for Your Spirit in the mail. The

photography is beautiful and the words of Clapp and Adams touch my heart and revive my

spirit. I highly recommend this book!”

J. Mccullough, “Celebrate spring by basking in His Word!. SPRINGTIME FOR YOUR SPIRIT by

Michelle Medlock Adams and Andy Clapp offers ninety devotional entries enhanced by

beautiful photography and inspirational images of spring. Each entry includes a section on

"planting, praying, and working the Word." From stories about "shaking off winter's rust" to

"seasonal changes," this book will help you appreciate the beauty of God's world and His

Word.”

The book by Michelle Medlock Adams has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 25 people have provided



feedback.
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